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Universities Must Fall? 

Thoughts from some of the  

2015/2016 NSTF Brilliants students 

The unrest at SA universities across the country during 2016 is causing serious concern, 

since it will have a lasting negative impact on the country‟s education systems, the futures of 

current students, the availability and commitment of academics and post-graduate students, 

the research undertaken in South Africa, and the future of our country as a whole.  

It is with this context in mind that the NSTF addressed related issues in the interest of 

stakeholders in the science, engineering and technology (SET) community at a discussion 

forum on 18 November 2016. As part of this discussion on the theme “Universities Must 

Fall?”, a number of the NSTF‟s 2015/2016 Brilliants students were asked to describe how 

their lives and studies have been impacted by the Fees Must Fall (FMF) campaign. There 

are 7 respondents (response rate of 39%), whose reactions are described below. One 

studying at University of Cape Town (UCT), one at Witwatersrand (Wits), three at 

Stellenbosch University (US) and two at University of Pretoria (UP). 

Maria Nanabhai, who studies mathematics, physics and philosophy at University of Cape 

Town (UCT), feels that the end of universities as we know them does not entail them being 

burned down to the ground. “Rather, we seek to re-evaluate and transform the very concept 

of a university from the ground up,” she explains. “Under the leadership of Fallists, I have 

been forced to reconsider, reevaluate, unlearn and recreate every idea I brought when I first 

came here.” 

Maria says she used to believe that a university was a business providing the service of 

imparting information in exchange for a price. She felt that it made no sense for people to 

protest against a business for charging the price it wishes. Now, however, she has come to 

believe that universities are instruments of public good. “It is a commons for ideas, the 

construction and consecration of knowledge, solutions to problems facing our city, country, 

continent and the world. It should not be building us up to be slaves to capitalism. It should 

be moulding citizens that contribute to the society that they live in using the resources that 

they have,” she explains.   

Maria also feels strongly that “we have to remodel our curricula and pedagogy to ensure that 

we are learning that which is relevant and useful to us, not reinforcing colonialism through 

centuries-old concepts and methods that were never dared to be questioned.”  

Despite the fact that students were expected to study and write exams “in an atmosphere of 

fear and violence” and that many students have testified to a significant drop in marks since 

protests began, Maria believes it will all be worth it if the students‟ demands are met. 

“Sacrificing a few weeks of school is a pittance compared to the manifold benefits of a free, 

decolonised education.” 

Makoko Alfred Motloung, who is studying BSc (Astronomy and Astrophysics) at Wits 

University, believes that the FMF movement is a noble cause because he comes from a 

family that can barely afford a higher education. “I asked myself questions like, “What was I 
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going to do if it I did not have this bursary?”. “Can my parents really afford an annual tuition 

fee of about R100 000?” Having answered these questions, I saw that I had no choice but to 

support the movement.”  

“There are many bright students with good marks sitting at home. It is not because they are 

not smart, lack of money denies them access to higher education. I tried to imagine being in 

a situation where I couldn‟t access tertiary education and I was deeply moved.”  

Despite supporting the philosophy behind the movement, Makoko chose not to physically 

join the demonstrators; he believes in peace, and feels it should always be maintained. “I 

wish things were handled in a different way. Violence can‟t fix anything. The university 

should have shown support towards the movement from the get-go.“  

Psychologically, Makoko says the protests had a very negative impact on him, mainly 

because he isn‟t used to violence and hostility. “Hearing gunshots around every corner 

installs fear in the mind, which in turn affected us academically. Our movements were also 

restricted around campus; I felt like an intruder.”  

He takes heart from the fact that government seems to have received the message of 

students‟ discontent. “We hope to hear good news next year,” he says.  

Fabian Ferreira, a chemical engineering student at the SU, said that classes and exams 

continued according to schedule. “The only impact that the movement has had at the 

university is the increased presence of external security personnel on university grounds, 

restricted access of students to university buildings and increased security at all entrances,” 

he pointed out. “Although there have been fears about student safety and possible 

intimidation, these have died down as most protest action at the university has been 

peaceful. The most violent action I am aware of was the disruption of a test where protesters 

let off fire extinguishers in a lecture hall.” 

Stephan Louw, who is studying BSc (Mathematics) at the SU, echoed Fabian‟s view, but 

added that “the weight of the FMF „conflict‟ happened on an intellectual level”. He said that 

students discussed and argued their opinions and views over lunch tables, during critical 

discussion meetings and in showers. “I personally had the interesting privilege of having a 

pro-FMF roommate. We at various times discussed the matter in great depth late into the 

night.”  

Stephan feels it would be difficult, and probably inaccurate to make a statement about what 

the average student‟s opinion on the entire matter is. “I think many people feel the FMF 

movement has „not too bad ideals‟ but they are fighting in the wrong places and against the 

wrong people.”  

He points out that students are frustrated with government wastage and corruption; they feel 

that money frittered away in this fashion could have been better spent by empowering a poor 

South African with education. “However, the question is whether disrupting universities are a 

good way of addressing these issues.” Stephan remains hopeful that the youth will have the 

insight and patience to make decisions that will be constructive in the long run.  

Gary Prins is also studying chemical engineering at the SU.  He feels it is paramount to 

keep an open mind when discussing the FMF movement.  “FMF radicals claim that they are 

the voice for students who do not have the tenacity or merely the time to fight for the cause. 

This sense of entitlement of the radicals is what heralded the violent and disruptive protests. 
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The minority took it upon themselves to decide what is best for the masses, which is in itself 

extremely problematic.” 

“As a student of colour coming from a previously disadvantaged background I always 

thought it necessary to work twice as hard as my more privileged peers to get half of what 

they have,” he says. “Whether or not such a mind-set is positive remains a matter of opinion. 

But I prefer this above sabotaging another‟s rightful claim to tertiary education and therefore 

I could not support the FMF movement as is.”  

Gary explains that he did not receive a full bursary for his first year, despite the fact that he 

achieved a 90% average in his NSC examinations, and had applied for many bursaries. “I 

thus have empathy for those who fight for progressiveness and equality. I, however, strongly 

condemn the violence and disruptiveness it led to.” 

He believes that replacing the current leadership of the FMF movement with students who 

actually consider both sides of the spectrum, (FMF vs Universities Must Stand), the 

movement would thrive. “If the leaders and administration of the movement were to adopt 

the aforementioned mind-set, or the leadership changes completely, they would be more 

capable of addressing the issue at hand and only then will I support it." 

Two students at the UP, Nicola van den Berg (BSc Genetics) and Salome Wessels (BSc 

Architecture), both felt personally impacted by the protests. “Towards the end of the year, 

the protests became more frequent and destructive. Classes were evacuated as the 

university feared for our safety and throughout the campuses groups were protesting, with 

police and security surrounding them,” Nicola says. 

When lectures finally continued after the university extended the October vacation, students 

had to get used to a new way of learning online. “We had to adapt very quickly. To be taught 

online without interaction with lecturers became challenging: practical courses such as 

chemistry and model building without assistance and very slow feedback ( via chatting 

rooms or emails) made it extremely difficult to understand and master the work that we 

needed to understand,” Nicola says. 

Despite the university doing its best, she doubts if the current exams might be plausible as a 

final examination on university standards, seeing that some work had to be left out and 

reduced.  

Salome explains that she fell behind in both her theoretical and practical work as a result of 

not being able to attend lectures and work on practical assignments. “The protests created 

tension on campus which did not make for a healthy learning atmosphere,” she says. 

“Online quizzes and notes were made available for our theoretical subjects, but even if I got 

myself to go through it, I did it half-heartedly. In hindsight I know that I do not actually 

completely understand the work. In addition, our assignments, mark compositions and even 

exam formats were adapted.” 

SaIome‟s main subject is a practical design subject. “For design it helps to go to our faculty 

to work; we have large tables and common supplies in the building,” she explains. “Being 

surrounded by other people who are also working creates a productive atmosphere.” Not 

having access to the campus severely impacted on this creative process.  
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With the year-end exams approaching, Salome says many people were feeling 

overwhelmed, demotivated and unable to do well. In addition, she felt personally traumatised 

by the protests. “I live in one of the residences and there have been some „bottle bomb‟ 

incidents in our street and surrounding area. Gates were locked for our safety but that also 

meant that we couldn't get out. We practiced fire drills and prepared for the worst-case 

scenario. I felt threatened and sometimes genuinely feared for my safety.” 

Conclusion 

From these bright and insightful students‟ accounts, it seems that it has affected them in 

various ways, some deeply. Fortunately none of them were hurt physically, but the psycho-

social effect has been dramatic – their studies were disrupted, they experienced fear and felt 

threatened, and at the very least became extremely worried about their studies. The very 

presence of extraordinary security on campuses made them very aware of what was going 

on. As Makoko Motloung (Wits) says: “Our movements were also restricted around campus; 

I felt like an intruder”. This might be a reaction that many students experienced on the 

various campuses. The campaign raised issues for them and they thought and discussed at 

length about these. Although this took away from their study time, they have learned lessons 

that no textbook could teach them. 

Maria Nanabhai, who is very articulate, is able to express her thoughts on the matter very 

well. She describes how the FMF changed her deeply held opinions. She is also the one 

student who mentions decolonisation as an issue in the FMF campaign. As Prof. Barney 

Pityana pointed out at the recent NSTF event, the FMF is not only about money – it is also 

about the quality and nature of university education.  

It is interesting that the two black students supported the FMF campaign because of their 

personal experiences, but that they both were strongly opposed to the violence used by the 

protesters. 

  

 


